I. Computational details
The geometrical and vibrational features of all modeling clusters were investigated by the density functional theory (DFT) calculations. The hybrid functional of BHandHLY 1 is used since the functional has been shown to be accurately describing the amino acid systems that are rich in H-bonds.
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The 6-31++G(d,p) basis set is used in most cases, but the 6-31++G(d) basis set may also be selected for better comparability with the literature studies. [3] [4] [5] The BHandHLYP vibrational frequencies are scaled by a uniform factor of 0.92 in order to account for the anharmonicity effect and be comparable with the experimental data, as suggested in the literatures. [6] [7] [8] To test the basis set dependence of the computational results, two additional basis sets, 6-311++G* and 6-311++G** have been used. The differences in the structural parameters and relative energies obtained by different basis sets are small. For example, corresponding to Figure 4 in the main text, Figure S1 illustrates the uncertainty for the computed effective energies and potentials. The bars for the numerical uncertainty refer to the difference between the 6-31++G* results and the averages of the three basis sets of 6-31++G**, 6-311++G* and 6-311++G**. It is clear from Figure S1 that the numerical uncertainty is negligible for the energy scale of interest. The numerical uncertainties for the interested IR modes are also small, but not negligible. They are indicated in Figure 3 of the main text.
All calculations reported here were performed using the Gaussian 03/09 suite of programs. Table S1 is used to support the H-bond models of Π 1 (H), Π 3 (N), and Π 2 (O) discussed in the main text. Table S2 supports the detailed discussion on Π 2 (O) of Figure 3 in the main text. Table S3 and S4 are the basis for the discussion on zGly clusters in the main text. Table S5 provides the testing results for phenylalanine and alanine in aqueous solution. [11, 12] . Note that due to the sensitivity of the N-H vibrations to the H-bond arrangement, the most satisfying agreement between the theory and experiment is found in clusters with a second hydration shell. 
Geometries Parameters (Degree) Frequencies
pGlyW 2 → Π 1 (H): ∠(O-H•••O W )=179 ∠(N-H•••O W )=173 dGlyW 1 → Π 3 (N): ∠(C-N•••H W )=116 ∠(H-N•••H W )=109,114 pGlyW 9 → Π 2 (O): ∠(C-O•••H W )=124 ∠(H-O•••H W )=123 Ф[H-O-C•••H W ]=165 v(C-O(H)) calc =1257, exp. ~1258 pGlyW 10 → Π 1 (H)Π 2 (O) ∠(N-H 3 •••O W )=167,163,151 ∠(O-H•••O W )=162 ∠(C=O•••H W )=120,154 Ф[H W •••O═C•••H W ]=175 ∠(C-(H)O•••H W )=114 Ф[H-O-C•••dGlyW 11 → Π 1 (H)Π 3 (N)Π 2 (O) ∠(N-H 2 •••O W )=149,146 ∠(C-N•••H W )=121 ∠(C=O•••H W )=119,
